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ABSTRACT
Sleep takes one-third of our life and is of increasing technologi-
cal interest. Yet development has been focused on the traditional
notion of 8 hours-per-night schedules of ‘good sleep’ – overlook-
ing the varied nature of people’s sleeping and waking practices.
Based on the experiences of Shift Workers, Gamers, and Polyphasic
Sleepers, this paper exposes the sleep practices of extreme sleepers
for the design of technology. This cohort follows sleep patterns
outwith those encoded in current technology for work, will and
well-being. Through interviews and design workshops, we present
three themes emerging from these perspectives on sleep. These
themes revolve around the physiological, felt, and social timings of
sleep. We explore a design space around these themes through eight
different critical design exemplars. In conclusion, this work encour-
ages the design of sleep technology focusing on users’ agency over
their own life-rhythms rather than pre-built concepts of ‘good’
sleep.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in collab-
orative and social computing; •Applied computing→ Health
informatics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When and how we sleep has long been governed by societal de-
velopment driven by technology. From the rapid introduction of
reliable artificial lighting in the 1800s and 1900s to the develop-
ment of the alarm clock – these technological artefacts changed
what it means to sleep and what it means to stay up. More recently,
development advances through the dissemination of new sensing
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technology [5, 21] in wearable and near-bed technology and sys-
tem features such like Nightshift1 are designed to either track or
influence our sleeping patterns. This influence is often supported
through the collection of bio-tracking data that provides users with
insights into their sleep.

Yet the development of sleep-influencing technology is still
deeply anchored in the embedded cultural values surrounding sleep
and productivity, and evident in our language around sleep. We
structure time into socially normative categories of work & leisure,
weekday &weekend and sleep & awake. Historically, this can be seen
from examples of the first alarm clocks and knocker-uppers [14]
securing structure of timing of work, to the more recent bedtime
reminders and sleep cleanliness scores provided by the Oura ring
[42] and Fitbit [18]. Many of these tracking systems are built around
normative concepts of ‘good’ sleep, and productive scheduling [46]
– and often fail to support the real agency of users who elect to live
outside of these norms. Estimates of the number of people living
and working outside of such normative sleep schedules vary by
geographical location from around 17% to 38% of the workforce
[38]. In this paper, we explore different ways that technology can
be designed to engage with sleep for those who do not conform to
normative sleep practices by choice or by profession. This work
proposes that a new focus on people whose sleep patterns depart
from what is considered normal healthy sleep can work as a de-
sign inspiration for new sleep designs that focus on the end users’
agency over their body rhythms.

We conducted workshops and interviews to explore the experi-
ences of 17 non-normative sleepers. These ‘extreme sleepers’ [25] –
who sleep in various ways outside the cultural norms encoded in
the design of current sleep-adjacent technology – provided a varied
perspective on sleep, through speculation with caricatures of even
more extreme characters based on Reddit forums on sleep [15]. We
explore the possibilities of designing sleep technology for new sleep
practices. In particular, we discuss the implications of designing
for those who for varied reasons sleep in other rhythms than the
conventional 8 hours at night – shift workers, gamers or polyphasic
sleep hackers2. We also get insight into some of the core problems
of how existing technologies conceptualise and visualise sleep.

The relationships between sleep practices, sleep norms, and con-
sumer sleep technologies inspired a set of designs for how we can
re-conceptualise the representation of sleep in interaction. First,
we present a set of different ways to revision the timing of sleep
around different rhythmic bodily processes. These designs place
hunger, digital-stimuli influence and sleep debt as the metronomes,
showing how our understandings of, experiences of, and decisions

1A feature to reduce the blue light emitted by screens between certain hours
2The practice of sleeping in more that two segments of sleep per day
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around sleep are not always bound to the clock. Secondly, we ad-
dress how sleep rhythms are socially influenced – in two designs
for supporting ‘night owl’ schedules, we present opportunities to
design for both choosing to experience social cues that match cur-
rent rhythmic states and to impart the experience of your own
rhythmic state on those around you. Lastly, we address in design
the conceptualisation of time in which all hours are ‘equal.’ Draw-
ing on the experiences of our participants in working or socialising
with others on different sleep schedules, we expose the fleeting
and changing perception of hours through a scheduler that renders
the hours differently depending on their temporal relation to sleep
and work. In conclusion, this work encourages the design of sleep
technology with a focus on the users’ agency over life-rhythm,
rather than on pre-built concepts of ‘good’ sleep. [3]

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Sleep within society
This work intends, instead of focusing on the standardised view
of ‘good sleep’, to shine light on the many ways sleep fits into life
through varied, or even extreme, perspectives on sleep. Historically
and culturally, sleep is much more varied than one might think
yet the view of sleep routines and practices commonly encoded in
design do not reflect this. As such, the positioning here of ‘extreme’
sleepers is in relation to the prevailing values and expectation in
current sleep technology and design.

When we sleep, and when it is socially acceptable for us to sleep,
is heavily influenced by the culture in which we find ourselves. As
culture changes, so does sleep. Indeed, in many cultures sleep is at
times bi-phasic [57]: divided into two segments of sleep separated by
an hour or more of time spent awake during the night. Segmented
sleep is more often build from naps, such as in the widespread use of
nap and siestas [40]. Naps during workdays have been both of social
and political significance, such as the right to xiu xi (short rests) in
Mao’s constitution in China [24], the disappearing siesta in Spain
[24], or the culturally acceptable inemuri (short naps) in Japan [54].
Taking napping further, polyphasic sleepers [50] discuss attempts to
split all sleep into a series of short naps throughout the day. Other
cultures view sleep as a necessary but unwelcome ‘dead time’ [39],
a view that has persisted since well before our industrial society3,
and revolves around the idea that those who are important or highly
productive achieve this by sacrificing their sleep [59]. Yet much of
our modern life relies heavily on night workers in roles central to
society such as blue light personnel, delivery workers or transport
personnel, with resultant non-normative sleep schedules. We see
different ways in which sleep has been changing over time, and even
for those in 9-5 employment there are indications that expectations
of availability in the modern workforce encroaches on time for
sleep [47]. The participants we study in this paper then may not
have been viewed as ‘extreme’ in all times and places, in reference
to the highly normative 9-5 working culture which has taken over
western sleep practice, they can be seen as ‘extreme sleepers’ in
relation to the expected uses of sleep-adjacent technology today.

3“Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown” King Henry the Fourth, Part Two, William
Shakespeare.

2.2 Designing for Sleep
Designing technology for sleep is slightly incongruous given that
there is seldom direct interactionwhile sleeping. Yet this field covers
many different technologies, from those aimed at improving the
timing of sleep, to gadgets that promise higher quality sleep.

Design research has has an slight, but increasing, interest in
sleep technology. Lockton et al’s autoethnographic work studied
a variety of different sleep technologies, exploring their use from
the data visualisations they presented to the bed-time routines they
encouraged [36]. SlumberBot explores the way a chatbot can aid
reflection on sleep, and the contextual factors influencing it [34].
Somnia explored ‘connectedness’ between partners through smart
pillows, and recommend sleep technology be designed to care for
the social aspects of sleep [52]. Nguyen et al. explore the use of
tangible probes for sleep tracking [41]. In the Tumble Clock the
authors explored embodied interaction at the point in between
being asleep and being awake [63]. Wensveeen et al. [58] explored
the emotional valence of how the alarm button is pressed.

Other work focused on promotion of awareness of what they
deemed good sleep practices, such as in ShutEye’s use of a periph-
eral display [8], or in the creating interactive caring system with
unified view of multiple sleep data sources [32], and through the
use of games [47]. The work of designing for sleep often branch
towards different ways of representing time. The DayClo reinter-
preted schedules to aid reflection and planning [31]. The Reverse
Alarm Clock was designed in such a way as to reinterpreted time
for children to help them to understand when morning begins [43],
and the Takt watch [16] focused on the sensory perception of time
for those with ADHD which can be seen as an instantiation of
Temporal Design - these an attempt to bring the cultural, social and
economic aspects of time to the surface [45].

Artistic design has also focused on sleep as an example of a hu-
man bodily rhythm to be represented and reinterpreted in ways that
provoke or question the norms. The Artificial Biological Clock com-
ments on the societal pressure on women derived from the expec-
tations around their biological clocks [51]. The Vixen™_Circadian
Stopwatch System is speculative artwork consisting of a set of imag-
ined interventions from Cortisone laced sandwiches to automati-
cally administered eye drops exposing the encroachment of societal
obligations, and the resultant intentional altering of ones circa-
dian rhythm [53]. The provocative art piece Perfect Sleep takes the
form of an installation with a ‘sleep chair’ and a publicly available
smartphone app that encourages users to experiment with their
extending own sleep cycles, with the aim of reaching a perfect’ 24h
sleep [10].

2.3 Sensing the body
Many of these recent efforts are built on an understanding of the
users’ sleep through sensory readings. Sleep sensing as a field
has been growing through sleep technology research exploring
how and when people track their sleep, often by looking for less
obtrusive ways to bio-track as to minimise disruption to sleep. This
has been approached by leveraging smartphone sensors [12, 13],
smart textiles [26], personal radar systems [48], or even dreams
[9, 11, 23]. While mostly designed for individuals, sleep tracking
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has been extended to research on sleep environment tracking [27]
and multi-user health tracking [44].

However, earlier work has reported that users fail to see these
visualisations as actionable; it is hard to know what ones should do
to improve one’s score [33]. Zhang et al. argues that there is a need
for actionable interventions to improve sleep quality and health
[64]. Sleep scores and efficiency metrics can also lead users to try
to influence variables that are hard to change, such as sleep phases,
instead of caring for the influenceable factors of sleep. Ravichandran
et al’s review criticizes such trackers for rich yet inconsistent data
that can sometimes conflict with clinical standards, possibly leading
to harm [49]. Woźniak et al. state that the long term health goals of
trackers fall short due to the dropping commitment levels of users,
finding that transparency on how goals are computed can increase
their commitment to these goals [61]. Ko et al. point out that most
trackers lack validity studies and that sensory accuracy may be
limited, such as when the bed is shared [29]. Yang et al. found that
users struggled to assess the accuracy of the results of such systems,
and to understand how the values were calculated [62].

Tracking data is presented to users, after processing and ag-
gregation, in ‘user friendly’ visualisations. For example, the Oura
ring [42] provides users with graphs of resting heart rate, sleep
stages and values of ‘restfulness’ and ‘sleep efficiency’ dependent
partly on the number of times they woke up during the night. The
choice of data and representation is not neutral, and imposes a
particular concept of sleep on the user. Tracking systems are of-
ten built around generalisations of the interests, health goals, and
other parameters of prospective users, without understanding or
adapting to individuals’ needs or interests. These reflection have
been brought up in discussion through works such as the critical
design of fit4life [46].

Whatwe see is that sleep has been, and still is, varied. Historically,
the ‘traditional’ sleep rhythm reflects the cultural values of society
around rest, wakefulness and production, and as such might not
be as much of a ground truth for ‘good’ sleep as we may assume.
On the other hand the development of current sleep technology
relies heavily on tracking the timing, length, and ‘quality’ of sleep
sessions – but has focused less on the social and felt experiences
of when one sleeps. Design research has the tools for exploration
of felt experiences, and as noted above in § 2.2 through the lens
of time and rhythm. This work builds on the existing line of work
that renders possibilities of change (or support of) on everyday life
through the speculative sketching of future technology.

3 METHOD
To explore the challenges and opportunities around non-normative
sleep practices we ran a series of workshops and interviews with
a range of participants with differing relationships to sleep. Our
participants were recruited to either participate in an interview
or to be part of a workshop. The workshops were intended to be
held in person, but due to the ongoing pandemic they were moved
online using a combination of Discord for voice and video chat, and
Miro to provide a shared collaborative online whiteboard. We ran
4 workshops, of which the details of the procedure are presented
below. While the workshops were the goal of recruitment, due
to the nature of the participants’ sleep and work habits for some

it was impossible to coordinate a workshop that fitted. In these
cases a one-on-one interviews were conducted using the workshop
materials and modified versions of the activities, including some
of the artefacts created by previous participants, as prompts to
discuss up how they sleep, how they relate sleep to technology,
what actions they take to plan their sleep, and challenges that their
sleep schedule presented for the lifestyle they wanted to lead. These
interviews (6 in total) lasted between 21 and 56 minutes and the
workshops lasted between 87 and 155 minutes. Here we present
the participants, the workshop plan, and the method of analysis.

3.1 The participants
We recruited a total of 17 participants (13 male/4 female with an av-
erage age of 28), initial contacts were made to 4 participants through
social media (via Facebook), then snowball sampling (through word
of mouth, Discord groups and social media) was employed to in-
crease the number and diversity of participants. Our pool of partic-
ipants included those for whom shift work (including night shifts)
was required, 5 bar-personnel and 3 hospital workers, as well as an-
other 3 ‘gamers’ recruited from the online community some of these
shift workers participated in after work. We also reached out to the
an online community dedicated to polyphasic sleep, and through
their internal Discord server recruited another 5 participants. This
was not an attempt to achieve saturation or to effectively cover all
possible combinations of cultural, social and occupational goals and
constraints that impact sleeping habits. Rather, this recruitment
was viewed as an opportunity to broaden the conversation around
how and when technology can influence our sleeping practices by
including those that fall outside the norms encoded in traditional
sleep-adjacent design. In the quotes presented below the partici-
pant names are redacted and replaced with a letter indicating their
cohort (N for nurses, B for bar-personnel, P for polyphasic sleep-
ers, and G for gamers) and a number indicating the order of their
appearance within this manuscript.

3.2 Designing the workshop
The workshops were constructed around three main sections: first,
a group discussion around the participants’ sleep; then ‘exploring
extreme sleepers’ and lastly ‘imagining magic machines’.

The session opened with a discussion about their sleep. This
discussion included an activity where the participants marked out
their sleep schedules on a 6 day sleep schedule (as seen in figure 2.
This format showed the days from Wednesday to Monday, to cover
two transitions from ‘workdays’ and ‘weekend’ while avoiding
representing a full week. The view functioned both as a way to
probe the participants’ sleep rhythm while encouraging them to
think about their sleep habits outwith the standard ‘calendar and
clock’ framing, but also introducing them to the format before its
use in the next activity involving ‘extreme sleep characters’.

Through an initial search for sleep and shiftwork related content
and ‘lurking’ [22] on Reddit we identified four subreddits4, from
which we used the practices discussed by the users to constructed
four ‘extreme characters’ [15]. These were constructed to be ex-
aggerated caricatures of the most common reported issues with
changing sleep schedules on each subreddit. The characters were
4r/nursing, r/polyphasic, r/Biohackers, r/GetOutOfBed
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Figure 1: Map of sleep technology

presented on the Miro board as persona cards, including pictures,
quotes, and sleep schedules generated from the Reddit postings.
They included a permanent night worker, a sleep-focused biohacker,
a polyphasic sleeper and someone unable to regulate their sleeping
times. Participants were asked to explore and discuss the challenges
these four extreme sleepers experienced, building on their real-life
experience and attitude towards sleep, through the use of (digital)
post-its.

For the last activity, the Miro board was scrolled to a section
on ‘imagining magic machines’. This section was inspired by the
method of creating ‘magic machines’ [7]. Drawing from Andersen’s
methodology, participants were asked to envisage machines that
would influence sleep practice in some way without having to
worry about how it would work and speculate on its embodiment
and interface to the sleeper and others in their lives.

To inspire and ground this in current sleep practices we con-
structed a map of current sleep technology (shown in Figure 1,
larger images are available in Appendix A). In this we broadly cat-
egorise available sleep technology into five overlapping themes:
onset; mid-sleep; wake-up; environment; reflection. This map was
constructed through an open-ended exploration of existing sleep
technology and involved the categorisation of over 60 consumer
products, community-built tools and designs from research.

The reflections were done in form of an open discussion, pulling
challenges from the ‘extreme characters’ and discussing situations
where this problem was solved and how a magic machine bridge
the gap between problem and solution. The researcher moderated
this discussion and aided through note-taking.

3.3 Data and analysis
All qualitative data were anonymized, and conversations were tran-
scribed, where necessary, translated to English by the first author,
and coded following a hybrid coding approach [17]. The analysis

was framed around learning from ’marginal practices’[35] to pro-
vide new perspectives on the use of technology from outliers or
extreme users [25]. The development of the coding scheme was an
iterative process involving both authors, drawing upon a concep-
tual framework developed from prior work on sleep practices (e.g.
sleep phases, sleep technology, related bodily processes) and codes
that emerged from the data (e.g. conceptualising time, social sched-
uling). This focused our analysis on different discussions around
challenges in fitting sleep into the rhythm of everyday life.

4 FINDINGS
In our analysis of the interviews and workshops we discovered
several different, yet overlapping perspectives on sleep and time.
First, we discuss the different schedules of our participants, and
then continue with our findings structured into three themes on
the temporal aspects of sleep: the physiological, the social, and the
experience of felt time.

4.1 Diversity of schedules
Our participants’ sleep schedules captured a variety of different
sleep practices. Through the collection of self reported sleep sched-
ules we categorised their practices into four categories (as seen in
Fig. 2 – blue marks sleep hours and red work hours).

Of our participants, the biggest category (5) was represented
by polyphasic sleepers (Fig. 2-a). These participants often varied
between many different schedules, balancing the desire to explore
different patterns of sleep and the challenges inherrent in changing
and sticking to such sleep schedules. The most common polyphasic
pattern involved a much shorter period of sleep during the night
augmented with non-flexible and routinised naps during the day.
Another group of participants (4) pushed sleep later due to evening
or night shift work (Fig. 2-c). A third group (5) were participants
that slept during the day and were primaraly awake at night (2-d).
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Figure 2: Four different sleep schedules

This included those who chose to stay up after late work, those
who alternated between night and day shifts, and those who only
worked nights. Lastly, while all of our participants were selected
for their experience in shifting their sleep, some (4) were currently
keeping close to a traditional sleep schedule (Fig. 2-b). This was for
reasons such as not currently being involved in night shift work, or
‘recovering’ after having explored a new polyphasic sleep pattern.

4.2 Sleeping and the Body
Sleep was not the only bodily rhythm that regulated how our par-
ticipants lived their lives. However, in changing when they slept
there were cascading effects on other bodily practices that had to
be planned for, and worked around, if they were to be able to meet
their sleep goals.

4.2.1 Biochemical influences on sleep: One such is that of planning
for hunger. When working varied and late schedules, ones eating
pattern can vary as much as ones sleep – to the point of having
hunger influence ones sleep. “Many times I have to wait until the
store is open at 7 in the morning. Then I run down and buy breakfast,
eat it and fall asleep. At times I have had to get out from bed because
it [hunger] has been so hard that I cannot fall asleep.” (B3)

Another important bodily rhythm that the participants were dis-
cussed as becoming out-of-sync with their sleeping pattern was the
ebb and flow of chemical influences. More than half of our partici-
pants reported the extra care they had to take in planning how and
when to use nicotine and coffee in comparison to when they were
on a ‘regular’ schedule. Caffeine intake was often used to regulate
alertness by those that had shifted sleep schedules, but with the
more complex patterns of sleep used by the polyphasic sleepers the
benefits of alertness from the caffeine intake was often seen as less
important than the problems that it could cause by interfering with
a scheduled segment of sleep. The more complicated relationship to
nicotine had its own rhythms to manage. Ensuring that the timing
of a craving would not prevent or interrupt sleep was managed
much in the same was as hunger, but shifting the schedules of nico-
tine to do so was more difficult as was managing its effects on the
body. One participant explained that it was easier to get his cortisol
down, a chemical elevated by nicotine, in order to sleep by using
other supplements. “A lot easier when I add glycin, or melatonin, or
CBD, then I get a lot better cool-down curve.” (B6) The use of such
supplements, which was reported by a number of the people we

talked to, resulted in participants conducting self-experimentation
with the rhythms of their use and the influence they had on their
body.

4.2.2 Cognitive influences on sleep: Participants also discussed
being out of sync with sleep through discussions of the felt divide
between body and mind – describing that it at times felt as bar
work, while physically exhausting, did not always provide enough
mental stimuli. This lead often to feeling that the body was more
tired than ones mental arousal “You go a lot on autopilot during the
hours, so you don’t really think that much during work. you end up
not being that mentally exhausted. but your body is out, because you
have been running like a maniac” (B4).

The challenges, and the countermeasures, described here could
be seen as viewing cognitive stimulation as something akin to
chemical stimulation. Our participants reported similar strategies,
such as attempting to move stimulating activities further away from
scheduled sleeping times to avoid lengthening their sleep latency –
the time it took them to get to sleep. Others attempted to directly
shorten this latency through certain types of mental exercises, from
the expectedmeditation-adjacent activities to encourage sleep onset
to quickly trying to exhaust their mental capacity through puzzles
or intensive socialising “I think that you fall asleep as best when
you’ve had time to vent your thoughts with your colleagues” (B5)

4.3 Being Socially Off-Beat
One of the greatest challenges for people sleeping at different times
was community building and maintaining a social life. Participants
who worked night shifts expressed having continuous trouble es-
tablishing social connections or maintaining those they had.

4.3.1 Society being awake during your downtime: There are chal-
lenges reported in being out of sync with the rest of society. Most
of the services and amenities of modern life are scheduled around
the expectation that those using it sleep and work on a normative
schedule: “for her it was actually kind of difficult to, you know, find
doctors appointments and things because she slept in the middle of
the day and then even on her off date she was sleeping that way”
(P1). Even for interactions that could be moved to a time that could
work for those with non-normative sleep schedules, participants
described it being difficult to communicate their sleep schedule
when it was out of sync with those they were meeting, such as in
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establishing contact with ones land-lord: “I have had problems with
my landlord, that something is broken in my apartment. And they
call only between ten and three. When I am sleeping.” (N1)

When sleeping after having worked a night, isolation is often-
times what people want. The participants expressed that many
times one can be disturbed by the sounds of neighbours – who in
attempting to keep from disturbing others with noisy activities,
such as drilling or gardening, during the sleep schedules they ex-
pect of their neighbours they perform these tasks while those on
nightshift are asleep. Others also reported having their sleep cut
short by partners who were not sharing their schedules. “My sleep,
it disappears quite often, as [partner], she wakes up at 7-8 at times,
and then I wake up as well, when the nasty Apple alarm starts, it’s
disgusting. Then you are disturbed and don’t get any real sleep. I
should have slept at-least another three hours” (B2).

4.3.2 Being awake during society’s downtime: But being too suc-
cessful in creating a separation between the rhythms of society that
didn’t fit with their sleep patterns also caused problems for our
participants. The actions we plan in coordination with others either
explicitly timed such as doctors appointments or implicitly such
as arranging to ‘meet for lunch’ or planning to go to a particular
shop before it closes, are important markers of our structuring of
the time we spend during a ‘day’. Without such temporal events to
orientate other activities during their waking hours our participants
found it more challenging than simply swapping their day-time and
night-time activities when working a reversed schedule: “And for
me it is very much that if you have something planned that forces you
up, otherwise it is that you wake up 12 after a night shift and I know
I don’t have to go up. OR that there is nothing planned, that you’re
going up and doing something or have a booked doctor’s appointment
or whatever, then it is easy that you wake up and just ‘fuck this shit!’
and stay in bed sleeping.” (N1)

Even having friends that had similar schedules did not always
solve this problem, as there was trouble in knowing exactly when
other people were free which often put a lot of burden on planning.
“One of the bigger things with working nights, and then you’re working
very intensively, you are awake very short times, then your tendency
to plan things is not as good.” -N1. One participant described plan-
ning his and his wife’s sleep schedule around her night shift nurse
schedule: “What we try to do is maximise the time together” (P1).

Although for some moving their free time to the night could be
isolating, it was seen as a benefit for others. Particularly among the
people working in bars, there was a culture of like-mindedness and
night dwelling which had a significant social value to them. For
some this meant going out after closing “When you work that much,
and everyone is working a lot together then it becomes, like when you
are up during the nights [gaming], then you spend time with them,
and everyone shares the same daily rhythm.”(G2) — but there was
also a culture of staying up on Discord, gaming and talking together
after work. Staying up at night, beyond one’s work schedule was
due to the sense of security and freedom of being awake, and alone,
together. Particularly, as one participant explained, the feeling of
“Silence, and that you are not the only one up and gaming. Darkness
also, I love when it is dark. There is a completely different aura. That
is how I feel” (B3)

4.4 Felt Time
Connected with the lack of temporal reference points, participants
also reported that their experience of time passing changed, with
their perception of the lengths of hours contracting and expand-
ing based on where they fell into their sparsely populated daily
schedules.

4.4.1 Self-Structuring time: As expressed by a nurse, the hours
before work can contract so much they felt as if they disappeared
without structure. “Oh, it is suddenly six o-clock, and I have just left
bed and I have no energy. I don’t really know what is happening, and
then ‘well damn, now I have to leave for work again’” (N1). Without
external activities to orient towards, participants were forced to
rely on their own will in order to ensure that free time before a shift
was something that was made available and felt as such. “I feel like
the hour you have on the day.. it feels like if you don’t get anything
done precisely at the hours between 13-14, then it won’t happen. Then
you give up on the day and push it until the day afterwards as much
as it is possible.” (B2)

Another way to combat this contraction of the before-work hours
was to more closely follow the pattern of a normative sleep pattern
and wake up closer to their working time, pushing the free time late
into the night after they had finished their shift. But where time
leading up to work was seen to contract, this time stretching out
before sleep without activities to orient around was seen to expand
and become something “tedious and drawn-out...to be endured.” (N3).

4.4.2 Changing temporal transitions: Beyond changing how the
participants experienced blocks of time within their days, they also
reported differences in how they experienced the progression of
their days overall.

One participant described sleeping on a segmented schedule,
being awake five to six hours during the middle of the night and
sleeping in two blocks on either side, as blurring the edges of when
the day ends and begins. “And when I did that schedule, it definitely
felt the time dilation like it felt like life was just as a really long day.
And that kind of is a little bit mentally taxing, I think, to kind of never
feel like the day ends” (P1).

Even less extreme changes to sleep schedules could change how
our participants perceived the day unfolding. A schedule with a
siesta-like nap was reported to create a “break in my day. I feel
rested and cognitive alert so..it helps me go through the day” (P1).
Or as another participant stated, it creates a “reset in the day” (P5),
explaining that if the morning did not go as planned they could
‘reset’ the day, starting afresh after waking.

Some schedules also opened up new perspectives on the unfold-
ing day. One participant reported their sleep schedule as unlocking
time during the night that “feels like its own mini day” (P5) where
they found themselves referring to “tomorrow” as the time after
their second schedule sleep, and “yesterday” to the time before their
first. This resulted in the time in between their two core sleeps as
conceptually belonging to neither.

5 DESIGNING FOR ALTERNATIVE SLEEP
RHYTHMS

The themes presented above represent a number of challenges that
those sleeping at odds with the dominant societal schedule can
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Figure 3: Three different representations of body-time

face. Here we present three families of design concepts, each one
representing a possible future direction for research into designing
for sleep practices. The first, Unravelling, focuses attention on the
differing rhythms of bodily processes that must be managed and
planned when rearranging sleep schedules. The second, Re-coupling,
turns towards designing to manage awareness and affect of differ-
ing patterns of wakefulness. Our third section, Re-valuing, focuses
on reflection and scheduling practices that take into account the
changing experiential qualities of time when sleep schedules are
not fixed or synced.

5.1 Unravelling
From our findings, we found that the de-coupling between awork/sleep
schedule and other rhythms of life can create complicated patterns
- particularly in the case of one’s body (§4.2). We highlight and
isolate different aspects of sleep and try to point at the challenge of
breaking down the understanding of something as holistic as sleep.

The ‘hunger-watch’ (Fig. 3-a) is a pocket-sized dial that lets the
user follow changes in their hunger, one of the emergent discussions
on sleep and the body from the findings above. The watch’s face
shows the time based on the users’ metabolism. On each side of the
dial, there are knobs providing the user with ways to input changes
to the appetite: One for reporting meals, and one for updating
their perceived hunger. Through these two points of measurement,
tracked meals and a continuous self-evaluation of hunger provide
a metabolism-based view of time instead of industrialised clock
time. This view shows the time to next hunger estimation, with

each input providing a new time horizon. Pairing the view with
the users’ sleep schedule, the design encourages exploration of the
interplay of food consumption with the pace of work, sleep and
life.

Another part of the process to unravel is the multitude of in-
fluences on the onset of sleep. We continued on the thread on the
varying influence ‘mental alertness’ or ‘exhaustion’ had on the par-
ticipants’ sleep. Depending on a number of pre-sleep decisions, each
with a rhythm and of its own, the latency of sleep (how long it takes
to fall asleep) can be influenced. In our ‘sleep-train countdown’ (Fig
3-b), the display shows the latest estimate of sleep latency based on
the user’s logged phone activity. Phone activity has been shown
to be an accurate predictor of sleep rhythm [3], and this timer con-
tinuously updates as the user opens and closes apps of different
influence on their sleep. By comparing measured engagement and
activity with past sleep data the system predicts the users’ mental
engagement as a ‘latency score’ for each application, influencing
the display accordingly and providing them the feedback they need
to effectively manage device use before sleep. This design critically
contrasts the ever-increasing quantitative tracking of our digital
activity, and the more qualitative efforts most take to aid sleep
onset.

Many of the body’s rhythms change much more slowly than the
ongoing tracking of every moment of every night’s sleep suggests.
One aspect that is often overlooked by sleep tracking technology is
that sleep debt and homeostatic pressure is carried over from one
day to the next. In a step back from continual tracking and feedback,
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the ‘wake klepsydra’ (Fig. 3-c) encourages slower reflection and
action by only providing users with averages of past days. This
design is in the shape of an extended hourglass – when the user
is sleeping, the pressure is released and water pours out into the
reservoir, and when the user is awake the glass slowly fills up rep-
resenting the pressure to sleep. As such, the device always displays
a rolling average of the sleep pressure of an individual.

These designs, through separating perspectives, respond to trou-
bles experienced by our participants due to the irregularity of
hunger, differences in mental alertness and schedule, and the build-
up of sleep debt. Through unravelling and data-driven predictions
of the complex mental and bodily influences on sleep these designs
reduce uncertainty[6] and provide the knowledge to exercise their
agency and to take action to facilitate a sleep schedule that fits their
work and life goals.

5.2 Re-coupling
Another key theme in the findings was how the participants found
themselves de-coupled and out of pace and with society, as rendered
in the theme in §4.3. We focus on the social aspect of isolation
through two design speculation. Through these devices we let users
both pull and push social cues that matched their rhythmic state.

The ‘atmo-shifter’ (Fig. 4-a) is a way for participants to get am-
bient feedback on how one’s body and society are out of sync. It
builds in the discussion on temporal cues to orientate the structure
of days when sleeping differently. Based on measurements this dis-
play, in shape of a real-size window, sends out stimuli to imitate the
‘mood’ of a time. Through an extension of the window, it expresses
an ensemble of sensations of simulated sunlight, wind flow and
ambient sound based on live data from locations in those time zones.
On the bottom of the window, there is a knob that corresponds to

the time of the window, two highlighted dots represents the local
time, and the measured time of the user based on body tracking
and sleep data. The window is set to follow the rhythm of the user,
but can be easily changed by pulling the handle out of sync. The
window supports its user by letting the user control the mood of
the environment of their bedroom – working as a shifted reference
of time of day but also as a sensation of being in-time, a sense of
liveness [56], and ‘not the only one that just woke up’.

While the ‘atmo-shifter’ pulls a rhythm to the user, the ‘snooze-
pulse’ (Fig. 4-b) pushes their rhythms to others. This draws inspira-
tions directly from discussions in the workshops onways to commu-
nicate awareness of ones sleep pattern to those around them. The
device is an transposed alarm clock built for a household. Where
what wakes up a non-normative sleeper is often not an alarm, but
the influence of others in the household going about their daily
activities. This snooze button allows the user to broadcast their
rhythm throughout the home. On activation, the clock connects
with smart devices through the home to lower blinds, dim lamps,
reduce the volume on speakers, and even throttle the broadband
of the other residents to communicate the slow and quiet state
of the rhythm of the primary user. This communication can both
explicitly and implicitly convey the mood of the user to those that
share their living space.

These designs are two different exemplars of how technology can
recouple and connect the rhythms – by providing ways of influence
– of a person with their social surroundings. The snooze-pulse
directly addresses the lack of agency felt by our participants with
respect to influencing and communicating their needs and desires
for sleep at times when others were awake. The ‘atmo-shifter’,
on the other hand, provides the opportunity to influence their
environment with social cues that match the rhythm of their life –
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Figure 5: The shade-view family of scheduling designs

rather than forcing them to change how they schedule their time –
to experience what they have been missing. But it also opens for
an embodiment of ones sleep rhythm, one that also can support the
communication between partners and family in different schedules.

5.3 Re-valuing
Not all hours are the same, and different people experience the
same clock time as having different opportunities and values as
their schedules fall around it. What one feels as a lazy Saturday
afternoon, another experiences as hours squeezed between wake-
up and work. Here we build on the discussion on felt time presented
in §4.4.

Our ‘inpendo-view’ (Figure 5) presents a way to capture, foresee
and plan around these alternative perceptions. It takes the form
of an upright glass-disc which rotates as the day progresses. This
disc forms a display showing the upcoming hours in relation to
scheduled events and past activities, following tracked rhythms
over days and weeks. In the representation showing in Figure 5-a
the red working hours shade the preceding and subsequent hours,
while the blue sleeping hours do the same but with different valence
that represents, for example, how upcoming sleep and upcoming
work differently influence the time before.

Current calendar representation has implicit shading due to
cultural norms, where early morning, afternoon and evening hours
have distinct opportunities and meanings attached. Users of this
system can track and share the opportunities andmeanings attached
to the hours in their own daily rhythms. Through aggregating this

representation of hours over amonth the display ‘shade-schedule’ in
Figure 5-c provides an alternative way to reflect on work schedules.
These coloured hour representations can also be shared with friends
and family to compare and sync times where their availability
matches in meaning and opportunity as well as freedom from other
responsibilities (5-b).

Moving beyond the representation of the opportunities and
meanings attached to different periods of time, the ‘felt-dials’ shown
in Figure 5-d represent the experiential lengths of different periods
of the day as opposed to their cardinal lengths. Although this design
provides a simple view of how hours are felt, we speculate that this
can be expanded in a series of different representations of perceived
and revalued time, with other representations such as presenting
the predicted alertness, building on research efforts of alertness
tracking, [4] or hunger, as discussed in §5.1.

A large proportion of our participants reported struggles with
the effective scheduling of shared activities, especially with those
on normative schedules. These designs allow for non-normative
sleepers to not only understand and reflect upon how their free
time may be influenced by things other than the clock, but also the
agency to attempt to schedule shared activities at times when the
influences on, and perception of, those free hours are also shared.

6 DISCUSSION
In this research, we gathered experiences of sleeping schedules
outside of societal norms from different perspectives and sketched
three different design concepts to address these. We discuss the
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possibility of supporting agency over life rhythms through techno-
logical means and the fine line between the support of the agency
and ‘bad sleep’.

6.1 Technological supported sleep-rhythm
design

We shape our everyday rhythms through when we sleep. Whether
this is motivated by individual life decisions or the timing of work,
as our findings show, life outside of normative rhythms can be
unsurprisingly challenging in many ways. Our themes structure
these challenges as being out of step with the pace of everyday
life, both in terms of one’s own body, social and felt terms. These
themes restate the influence that shared sleep schedules have on
the timing of almost all intricacies of life.

Our three design themes directly relate to how we can, through
technology, support the construction of rhythms in times of change
and maintenance of non-normative sleep patterns through mitiga-
tion strategies for the challenges that provide the most substantial
pressure towards the societal mean.

In the designs for unravelling time, we start from the premise
that the complexity and intricacies of daily rhythms should be sepa-
rately understood through the lens of their timing. In understanding
daily rhythms, we show that designers of technology should pay
attention to both the individual rhythms and the myriad of ways
in which they come together, influence each other, and become
syncopatic in nature [60]. Informing the design of visualisation and
the values inherent in body reflection tools, this focus will allow
users to see the consequences of changes that reach across bodily
processes.

These design reflect a set of ‘slices’ of timings, but one substan-
tial finding from the participants which we have not yet discussed
is medical influences on these daily rhythms. This remains an im-
portant factor of sleep influence, one that has also had very little
attention in the research of sleep in HCI. The rhythms of chemical
ingestion can also work in consort, or at odds, with the varied bod-
ily rhythms that govern sleep. They can also be used in an attempt
to directly influence wakefulness, and the onset of sleep, in order
to attempt to mitigate some of the challenges in living at the edges
of normal temporal rhythms.

In re-coupling technology, we find that to make sense of life
‘during times of disruption’ – there is need to establish what the new
normal is [20]. Social rhythm cues can be established, both pushed
to the people in the surroundings of those living non-normative
schedules – but also by providing users with control over their
own environmental references for time. However, lastly, and more
generally, we encourage a rethinking of our representations of time
to include the social and subjective aspects of felt time. In expanding
our representations, in design and discussion, beyond linear time
we can start to support the various non-normative ‘normals’ that
many in society are forced, or choose, to live with.

As in time, where technology such as the alarm clock and artifi-
cial light have allowed for a societal redesign of what time means,
and how we conceive of the hours and rhythm of the day. We call
for a new perspective on sleep, where technology is built to support
and enable personal redesigning of the experienced day through
and for our restful hours.

6.2 Agency over bad sleep?
In our designs, we have attempted to support the user’s agency in
determining their sleep patterns and providing support in manag-
ing the challenges that can come with being out of sync with those
around them. Much of the technology we see directed at sleep, con-
trary to this, seem to be about removing agency in some way. The
Phonecell [2] in which users physically locked away their devices
to meet the designers values around ‘good sleep’ can be taken as a
deliberately provocative and extreme example of this. However, the
values encoded in the interactions found in the myriad of successors
of Sleep Cycle Alarm Clock [1] show similar attitudes towards per-
sonal agency when balanced against sleep hygiene. Given the lack
of medical grounding around many of the assumptions encoded
into these systems – from the emphasis of sleep stages on sleep
quality scores [49] to the validation and lack of standardisation
[28, 30], and even sleep times [55] – this can be read as falling into
a puritanical value laden encoding of a moral imperative to wake
early, practice self-control and be a productive member of society.

With a more generous reading of the design choices made in
these systems, it can be seen as erring on the side of caution. Sleep
is an important bodily process, one with significant impacts on both
mental and physical health [37]. Basing the design of sleep-facing
technology on the assumption that people will sleep once a day
and that the risks of someone being encouraged by the technol-
ogy do minimise their sleep to their detriment is greater than the
risks of pushing them to prioritise sleep over other areas of their
life. There is a challenge in designing for the extreme sleepers we
talked to, in that providing support to meet their goals in work and
social life could often turn into supporting them to manage various
levels of sleep deprivation – a state with both short term and long
term mental and physical health consequences [3]. Weighing the
relative benefits of any individual user spending time on social-
ising, working, or exercising vs. sleeping is ethically challenging
and technologically even more problematic. The stress of missing
a work deadline and becoming unemployed may be much more
detrimental to the physical and mental health of a user than getting
four hours of sleep a day for a week, yet such sleep deprivation may
also result in potentially fatal dangerous driving. In supporting the
experimentation with extreme sleep schedules, the designer must
make a choice as to if to include limits or not, and if they do where
those limits should be.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper explores the design possibilities of technology for sleep
through the lens of extreme users [25] – in this case those who
either chose to sleep at odds with societal expectations, or those for
whom their professional life forces them to shift or segment their
sleep outside of the normative 8-hours-a-night pattern encoded in
current sleep-adjacent technology design. Through a series of work-
shops and interviews with these extreme sleepers, and speculating
with caricatures of even more extreme users [19], we presented
their experiences of sleeping out of sync with their friends and
family and society at large. We also explored how the shifting of
sleep timing was interwoven with other bodily processes, such as
hunger, and how it changed the felt experience of work and leisure
time even when the number of hours of each did not. Based on
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this qualitative enquiry we present a series of designs to explore
the interactions and contradictions between the different bodily
processes governing sleep, ways to reinforce social connections
weakened by out-of-sync sleep schedules through pushing and
pulling influences, and visualisations to reflect, share, and coor-
dinate around the different experiential qualities of time as it is
influenced by events such as waking and working. We advocate for
systems that go beyond normative ideas of ‘good sleep’ and value-
laden design geared towards ‘productive early risers’ to embracing
the opportunities to support the 17-28% of workers – as well as the
gamers, polyphasic sleepers, night owls, teenagers, and afternoon
nappers – who don’t conform to the normative pattern of modern
sleep to live fuller, more connected lives.
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A APPENDIX A: FULL SIZE IMAGES

Figure 6: Full-Size Map of sleep technology
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Figure 7: Full-Size Sleep Schedules
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Figure 8: Full-Size Unravelling Designs
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Figure 9: Full-Size Re-coupling Designs
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Figure 10: Full-Size Re-valuing Designs
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